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-Location - Location - Location 

 

Located on the south coast of Western Australia, Denmark Senior High School’s 
site affords magnificent views to the river reserve from its modern facilities. Our 
students are drawn from Denmark, Walpole and the surrounding hinterland. 
Students have access to the full range of facilities that a large Senior High School 
would aspire to, with the benefit of moderate class sizes in a close community of 
approximately 430 students. 

Opened in 2014 our Library, Science, Art, Textile, Food Science and Trades 
facilities are second to none. Denmark Senior High School also boasts Music, 
Drama, Media and Computer facilities and a gymnasium. A variety of general 
classrooms rounds out the school facilities. Outdoor activities at local beaches, 
rivers and forests, or even competitions in Albany and surrounding areas are a 
short trip in our school buses.  

The school makes the most of the outdoor facilities and is working to  
being an environmentally sustaining entity. 
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PRINCIPAL’S WELCOME 

Welcome to Denmark Senior High School.  An Independent Public School, our school has modern 
facilities in which a wide range of subjects and programs are on offer and are delivered by an 
experienced and dedicated teaching staff.  
 
Our school motto is ‘Strive to Achieve’ and we have high expectations for each student to embrace 
the challenge to pursue excellence and reach their potential.  At Denmark Senior High School we 
enable this to occur through the provision of quality learning experiences for each student in a 
warm, caring, safe and inclusive learning environment.  
 
The academic curriculum delivered at the school for students in Years 7 to 10 is based on the 
Western Australian Curriculum and Assessment Outline.   
 
At Denmark Senior High School we have a Student Services Team that provides programs and 
support for students.  This team consists of experienced teachers and other professional staff who 
collectively monitor standards of academic achievement and student:  behaviour, attendance, 
pastoral care (social, health, emotional health and wellbeing), and learning needs including special 
learning needs due to a disability.  Members of the team include Year Co-ordinators, a school 
psychologist, chaplain, nurse and a learning support co-ordinator.   
 
This handbook outlines the academic courses and programs available to students entering Year 
10.  You are very welcome to contact or visit the school to seek further information on the school’s 
academic and student support programs that are on offer to students. 
 

Trevor Henderson 
Principal
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 Welcome to Year 10 

 

Year 10 is a significant transition year.  At the end of Term 2 you will be making decisions about the 
path you will take in Year 11 2021.  To make these decisions you must be informed.  For this reason 
all students will be required to undertake Career Education in Year 10.  You will also study Maths, 
English, HaSS, Science and Health and Physical Education (or Basketball).  Science, English and 
Math classes will be formed on the basis of prior achievements in Year 9. 

 
In addition, you should choose your Year 10 electives carefully to fully explore your interests and build 
sound skills to support future studies. 

 
Use this handbook as a guide to selections but if in doubt consult your teachers on the best path to 
achieve your goals. 

 

ELECTIVE COURSES 
Students will be able to select elective courses from the following areas: 

 

Technology and Enterprise: (students must study at least one course from this   

                                                      learning area Semester) 

Workshop Technology: 
• Woodwork – Furniture 

and Carpentry                          

•  Metalwork – Engineering 
and Fabrication 

      

•   Timber Boat Building & Fit    

       Out 1 and 2 

 
Material and Food Technology: 

• Gourmet Traveller 

• My Restaurant Rules 

• Fashion in Textiles 

• Sustainable Stitches 

 
Information Technology and Sciences: 

• Aquaculture 
• Digital Technology 
• Lego Mindstand Robotics 
• Micro Bit Olympics 

• The Big Bang Theory Explored 

• Young Einsteins 

 

Arts:  (students  choose  to  study  at  least  one  course  from  this  learning  area   

                    semester.) 

• Visual Art  

• Drama  

• Media 

• Dance 

• Music 

 

Physical Education Programs: 
 Outdoor Education Water and Land Base 

 Physical Education – Variety of Sports, Specialist Netball, AFL, Volleyball 
 

SUBJECT SELECTION SHEET (COLOUR) TO BE RETURNED TO THE 
FRONT OFFICE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.  
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Year 10 Compulsory Courses 

English 
 
In Year 10 English students continue to learn about the English language and how to use it effectively, 
thus preparing them for their Senior School Courses. Students continue to learn how to speak, listen, 
read, view and write with purpose, understanding, effectiveness and critical awareness in a wide range 
of contexts. They are exposed to a wide range of written and visual texts and encouraged to relate 
these both to aspects of contemporary society as well as to personal experience. Throughout the 
course students are offered opportunities to consolidate their ability to discuss and analyse texts and 
language critically and with appreciation. 
 
In Semester Two, Year 10 classes are typically split into likely Senior School course options to prepare 
for the demands of those respective courses
 

Mathematics 
  
Mathematics in Year 10 prepares students for the post-compulsory Courses of Study. Students will 
be counselled toward one of the following pathways based on Year 9 performance. 
 

Mathematics Pathway 1 

 
A course designed to prepare students for the rigours of the ATAR Mathematics Courses - 
Applications, Methods or Specialist Mathematics. Students continue to work mathematically and 
investigate Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry and Statistics and Probability. Students 
use mathematical thinking processes and skills in interpreting   and dealing with high level 
mathematical situations. 
 
Pathway 1 students will also become familiar with the capabilities of their graphics calculator in 
preparation for enhanced use of this tool in Year 11 ATAR courses. 
  
Mathematics Pathway 2 
 
A course designed to prepare students for the study of some Mathematics in Senior School. It will 
provide adequate background for entrance into the ATAR Applications Course or the General (non-
ATAR) Essentials Course. It also gives a strong grounding necessary to succeed in TAFE and Trades. 
Students work mathematically and investigate Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry and 
Statistics and Probability. Students use mathematical thinking processes and skills to interpret and 
solve mathematical problems. 
  
Mathematics Pathway 3 

 
A course designed for students who intend to study a General (non-ATAR) Mathematics Course in 
Year 11, undertake TAFE courses or entry into the work force. This course focuses on developing 
functional numeracy and is designed to improve students’ ability and confidence in applying 
mathematics in real contexts. 
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Year 10 Compulsory Courses 

HaSS  
The aim of the Humanities and Social Sciences course is to develop in students a sense of wonder, 
curiosity, knowledge and interest about the world we live in. Students will have their confidence and 
creativity built across a range of skills, and will be able to use these skills to extend their knowledge, 
make sense of new situations and to solve problems. 

 
The Year 10 course is structured on the Western Australian Curriculum, and covers units on History, 
Geography, Economics and Civics. Students rotate classes through Terms 1-3 as each unit is delivered 
by a specialist teacher in that area. Students are provided with rich learning opportunities on excursions 
and with guest speakers. They are also given the opportunity to participate in challenging nation-wide 
competitions such as the Australian Geography Competition.  

 
Across the units, issues are studied at a range of scales, from the local to the global. In History, students 
investigate World War 2 and the reshaping of the modern world post-war. In Geography, we look at ways 
in which humans impact on the environment, and how we can act in a more sustainable manner. In 
Economics, students examine economic performance and how it is related to living standards.  

 
The three cross curriculum priorities identified in the Australian Curriculum are firmly embedded within 
the units delivered by the HaSS department. These areas of priority are: Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander histories and cultures; Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia; and Sustainability. 
  

Science  
 

Science in Year 10 prepares students for transition into WACE Science courses as well as Vocational 
Educational and Training (VET) courses. Students will be counselled towards one of the following 
pathways based on Year 9 achievement and outcomes. Students will study genetics and evolution, 
atomic structure and properties and chemical reactions, the Big Bang Theory and global systems, 
energy transfers and motion. 
 
Students will have good investigative skills and will undertake experiments with more autonomy. They 
will be guided to discover current research and applications of content they have studied. 
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Year 10 Compulsory Courses 

 

Health Education 
 
In Health, Year 10 students study health promotion, gender, first aid, stress, drugs, values,  
relationships and  sexuality.  Health informs students of  the  roles  of  various  health services and 
agencies. 

 
General Physical Education 
(Basketball students are unable to participate in this subject) 
Students study the movement skills and strategies necessary to gain confident participation in physical 
activity through participating in a variety of sports including soccer, volleyball, SEPEP sports, handball, 
athletics, beach sports. Physical Education promotes a healthy active lifestyle and provides students 
with the opportunity to develop leadership and team work skills, with an emphasis on participation. 
Students will require a physical education uniform to be worn during all Physical Education lessons. 
 

 Students not participating must submit written permission from parent/guardian stating 
the medical reason for non-participation. 

 

 Long term absences will require a medical certificate.  
 

Career Education 
 
The Career Education course focuses on post-compulsory schooling, study and career options. 
Students are provided with opportunities to set goals in life and study, construct job applications and 
resumes and develop sound interview techniques. 
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Year 10 Electives 

 NOTE:  To provide a broad range of educational opportunities for our students we offer a range 
of elective courses.  Some of these incur extra expenses.   If high cost options are chosen, 
charges will need to be paid before students are placed in the class.  High cost options are 
clearly marked *. 

The Arts 

Semester One 
 

3D Visual Arts: Sculpture & Design         $35/Semester 
In this course students will be immersed with the opportunity to explore a range of three-dimensional 
materials and technologies in their arts practice. With particular focus on the studio areas of sculpture 
and ceramics, students will develop and enhance their skills in the creative process by designing and 
producing individual artworks. Students will engage in the important process of investigating the artwork 
of both historical and contemporary artists as sources of inspiration and analysis. By maintaining an art 
portfolio throughout the course, students will be encouraged to document the development of their ideas. 
All students will have the opportunity to exhibit their work in the Visual Extravaganza exhibition as well as 
participate in community events and arts competitions. 
 
In Year 10 students are prepared for the option of selecting the General Visual Arts course in Senior 
School by developing sophisticated skills and enhancing their arts practice. 
 

2D Visual Arts: Studio Arts         $35/Semester 
In this course students will explore two-dimensional studio disciplines including drawing, painting, 
printmaking and mixed media. Students will strengthen their skills in generating ideas and converting 
them into resolved artworks. A particular highlight of this course is the skateboard project, in which 
students create an original design to be painted onto a wooden skateboard. Students will engage in the 
important process of investigating the artwork of both historical and contemporary artists as sources of 
inspiration and analysis. By maintaining an art portfolio throughout the course, students will be 
encouraged to document the development of their ideas. All students will have the opportunity to exhibit 
their work in the Visual Extravaganza exhibition as well as participate in community events and arts 
competitions. 
 
In Year 10 students are prepared for the option of selecting the General Visual Arts course in Senior 
School by developing sophisticated skills and enhancing their arts practice.  
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Year 10 Electives 

The Arts 

Semester Two 
 

3D Visual Arts: Sculpture & Design       $35/Semester 
In this course students will be immersed with the opportunity to explore a range of three-dimensional 
materials and technologies in their arts practice. With particular focus on the studio areas of sculpture 
and ceramics, students will develop and enhance their skills in the creative process by designing and 
producing individual artworks. Students will engage in the important process of investigating the artwork 
of both historical and contemporary artists as sources of inspiration and analysis. By maintaining an art 
portfolio throughout the course, students will be encouraged to document the development of their ideas. 
All students will have the opportunity to exhibit their work in the Visual Extravaganza exhibition as well as 
participate in community events and arts competitions. In Year 10 students are prepared for the option of 
selecting the General Visual Arts course in Senior School by developing sophisticated skills and 
enhancing their arts practice. 
Please be advised that the projects in this course will be different to Semester 1, to account for students 
who have already undertaken a semester of 3D Visual Arts: Sculpture & Design. 
 

2D Visual Arts: Studio Arts         $35/Semester 
In this course students will explore two-dimensional studio disciplines including drawing, painting, 
printmaking and mixed media. Students will strengthen their skills in generating ideas and converting 
them into resolved artworks. A particular highlight of this course is the skateboard project, in which 
students create an original design to be painted onto a wooden skateboard. Students will engage in the 
important process of investigating the artwork of both historical and contemporary artists as sources of 
inspiration and analysis. By maintaining an art portfolio throughout the course, students will be 
encouraged to document the development of their ideas. All students will have the opportunity to exhibit 
their work in the Visual Extravaganza exhibition as well as participate in community events and arts 
competitions. In Year 10 students are prepared for the option of selecting the General Visual Arts course 
in Senior School by developing sophisticated skills and enhancing their arts practice.  
 
Please be advised that the projects in this course will be different to Semester 1, to account for students 
who have already undertaken a semester of 2D Visual Arts: Studio Arts. 
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Year 10 Electives 

Music         

Semester One 
 

Specialist Music          $25/Semester 
Specialist Music is a class which caters for students who are looking to expand their musical horizons by 
entering into more nuanced areas of study. Students investigate a range of practical, aural, 
historical/cultural and theoretical areas, with an emphasis being placed on the integration of these into 
the performance sphere. This programme is a year-long course which is aimed at students who are 
learning a specific instrument. Preference is given to IMSS students, then students learning an 
instrument as a co-curricular pursuit, and then students who are not formally learning an instrument. 
 

Songs and Structures         $25/Semester 
In Songs and Structures, students explore the rich tradition of Australian songwriting. Students learn 
about the lyrical, technical and performance aspects of playing songs. This is put this into practice 
through small group composition and performance. This class is open to any student, regardless of their 
own prior musical experience 
 
 

Semester Two 
 

Romanticism to Rock n Roll         $25/Semester 
In this unit, students are taken through the rich traditions of 19th Century music, and learn how the 
innovations made in this period inform almost everything that we do today. Cultural and theoretical 
connections between orchestral and contemporary music are identified and investigated. Students then 
take this knowledge into the practical sphere, and allow it to guide their own small group performances. 
This class is open to any student, regardless of their own prior musical experience 

 

 
. 
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Year 10 Electives 

Drama 
 

Semester One 
General Performance           $25/Semester 
The focus of the course is on improvising, creating, devising and developing theatre inspired by personal 
themes. The aim is to reach audiences with issues that matter, in an entertaining way. In this course, 
students will also learn the practical and technical skills of lighting, sound and backstage roles. This is a 
great preparation for the ATAR and General Drama course in Year 11. 

 
Drama Intensive Acting & Stagecraft        $25/Semester 
If you love the idea of performing, or would like the experience of acting in front of an audience, well 
here’s your chance! In this course students develop the skills and confidence to bring a script to life. If 
you are thinking of studying Drama in Year 11 and taking your skills further, then this Drama intensive 
course is just for you! In this course, students will undertake specialised study of acting methods and 
performance techniques. Workshops in voice, movement, characterisation and performance prepare 
students to create and produce individual and group plays. This is a practical course where students 
learn the basic acting and performance skills involved in mounting a small-scale theatre performance 
using an existing script. Actors will gain confidence in working with play scripts and learning lines to 
produce original performances. The focus is on taking text from the page to the stage. This is a great 
preparation for the ATAR and General Drama course in Year 11. 

 

Semester Two 
Performance skills, production skills and scripted performance      $25/Semester 
In Year 10, drama students will be given opportunities to develop their knowledge and skills to present 
drama for purposes and wider external audiences, using processes, techniques and conventions of 
drama. Students develop drama based on devised processes and taken from appropriate, published 
script excerpts using selected drama forms and styles. Student work in devised and scripted drama is 
the focus of reflective and responsive processes. Students are encouraged to develop their use of 
extended answer forms and interviews, using drama terminology, language and different forms of 
communication, based on their own drama and the drama of others. Students will study a variety of 
Drama styles in this course such as Comedy and Absurdism.   

 
Dance           $25/Semester 
In this course students will learn about dance and performance skills. Students will be given the 
opportunity to develop skills in body awareness, balance, flexibility, and stamina. This course is for 
students who love dancing and are ready to study the art form in more depth. Through a series of 
different dance projects, you will push your boundaries to develop your expressive and technical dance 
skills. This course will include: improvisation, dance making, workshops and performances. It requires 
you to express your thoughts and ideas through movement as an individual and in groups. 
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Physical Education Programs 

 

*Basketball Extension (Includes some excursions, camps are a separate cost) $60/Semester 

Accredited Specialised Program 
 
Students should have completed prerequisite units at Year 8 & 9 levels or their equivalents. 
Students who show potential to perform at top-level basketball, including playing, refereeing, 
coaching and administration, will be given an opportunity to develop their individual and team skills 
through intense coaching. The program, having the support of the Western Australian Country 
Basketball Commission, has direct access to specialist coaches. Students learn about basketball 
practice and theory including basic skills, techniques and tactics. As part of the course, opportunity  
exists  for  Preliminary  Referees  Accreditation,  a  Preliminary  Coaching  Course,  a Sports Medicine 
Workshop and a Statistics Course. Conditions that apply include: 
 

 Positions are open for up to 25 students entering Year 10 

 Positions are available for students from other schools applying for entry via the 

“Department of Education Specialist Programs”. 

 As a high cost elective, students will be requested to make a commitment to pay 

charges prior to commencing studies. 

 Students require a school basketball uniform to be worn during lessons. This 

includes purchase of a reversible training singlet. 

 Students must keep an extensive diary to track their personal development. 
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Physical Education Programs 

 

General Physical Education     

(Basketball students are unable to participate in this subject) 

Semester One  
 

GAMES FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY - Soccer, Ultimate Frisbee & Floorball  $20/Semester 
This is a practical based subject suited to students who have an interest in participating in a variety of 
sports and game based activities. It allows students to improve their fitness, health and wellbeing, as 
well as have the opportunity to improve their individual skills and game strategies in a variety of team & 
individual sports (Soccer, Ultimate Frisbee & Floorball). Students are also provided the opportunity to 
organise a sporting competition for the class either by peer teaching or through a Sports Education 
Model. 
* A flexible timetable MAY operate for sections of this subject depending on student interest. 
 

SPECIALIST SPORT –Volleyball        $20/Semester 
Students should be highly motivated and prepared to exhibit a keen interest in the game of Volleyball 
with a desire to improve personal skills. This subject involves one semester devoted to the sport through 
individual and team based training and skill development regimes. The nature of team games requires 
that students work cooperatively to achieve the team’s desired outcomes. This specialist course will suit 
students with a desire to improve their practical skills and abilities, as well as leadership. Students will 
also receive the theoretical links to energy systems, biomechanical principles and anatomical concepts. 
. 

Semester Two  
 

GAMES FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY - Invasion Games, Racquet Sports, Athletics and Beach 
Sports            $20/Semester 
This is a practical based subject suited to students who have an interest in participating in a variety of 
sports and game based activities. It allows students to improve their fitness, health and wellbeing, as 
well as have the opportunity to improve their individual skills and game strategies in a variety of team & 
individual sports (Invasion Games, Racquet Sports, Athletics and Beach Sports). Students are also 
provided the opportunity to organise a sporting competition for the class either by peer teaching or 
through a Sports Education Model. 
A flexible timetable MAY operate for sections of this subject depending on student interest. 
 

SPECIALIST SPORT –Netball and Football (AFL)      $20/Semester 
Students should be highly motivated and prepared to exhibit a keen interest in the games of Netball & 
Football (AFL) with a desire to improve personal skills and have an understanding of gameplay. This 
subject involves one term devoted to each sport through individual and team based training and skill 
development regimes. The nature of team games requires that students work cooperatively to achieve 
the team’s desired outcomes. This specialist course will suit students with a desire to improve their 
practical skills and abilities, as well as leadership in the two sporting contexts. 
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Physical Education Programs 

Outdoor Education (Water based)   $55/Semester  
Students in Year 10 study the skills and strategies to gain confident participation in physical 
activity through involvement in a variety of recreational pursuits. Outdoor Education promotes a 
healthy active lifestyle and provides students with the opportunity to develop leadership and 
teamwork skills. Student experiences may include canoeing, surfboard riding, boogie boarding, 
snorkelling and water survival. 
 

Students choosing this subject must be able to swim 100m unassisted and support themselves in the 
water for 15 minutes unassisted as required by Education Department Policy. Outdoor Education also 
contains some preliminary theory work to prepare students for the senior school Outdoor Education 
courses of study 
 
Fees will be required to cover transport costs, consumables, and general specialised equipment. 
 
Students will not study Outdoor Education (water based) in both Semesters. 
 

 
 

* Outdoor Recreation  – Land Based       $55/Semester 
This course aims to introduce students to the many activities that can lead into the senior school Outdoor 
Education program including ATAR & General Outdoor Education.  80% of the course will be directed 
towards practical activities and 20% will be theory based. 
 
A large section of this unit will focus on camp craft skills with the possibility of culminating in a day 
activity at one of the many locations in the Great Southern.  Expedition skills, camp cooking, 
bushwalking, mapping and navigation skills, leave no 
trace principles and interaction with the environment will 
be covered in detail.  Planning and preparation for 
activities, including budgets and risk management 
protocols will also be covered.  
 
Students choosing this course will need to have a good 
level of self-management skills and will be required to 
act responsibility at all times.  For this reason, students 
will not immediately be guaranteed placement in this 
course and an interview may be required with HPE staff 
to ascertain their suitability. 
 
Fees will be required to cover transport costs, 
consumables, and general specialised equipment. 
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Information Technologies and Sciences 

Woodwork and Metalwork  
 
Carpentry Woodwork          $30/Semester 
The Year 10 Wood course focusses attention on the continued skill and technical development of 
students. Students will be expected to be able to begin drawing and interpreting complex plans as this 
skill becomes more important as does the ability to problem solve in rapidly evolving construction 
situations. An element of free choice will be offered within the scope of design and manufacturing tasks. 
Students are expected to be able to differentiate between types of timber and their uses and the 
differences between natural and manufactured timber products.  This course is important for students to 
develop foundation skills for progressing towards considering MDT Wood or Cert II Building and 
Construction in Year 11. 

 
Furniture Woodwork         $30/Semester 
Furniture Woodwork focuses attention on the continued skill and technical development of students. 
Students will learn technical drawing and how to interpret complex plans. They will also develop the 
ability to problem solve in rapidly evolving construction situations. An element of free choice will be 
offered within the scope of design and manufacturing tasks. Students will learn to differentiate between 
types of timber and their uses. They will consider the differences between natural and manufactured 
timber products.  This course is important for students to develop foundation skills for progressing 
towards the General Wood or Certificate II Building and Construction courses in Year 11. 
 

Engineering Metalwork         $30/Semester 
Year 10 Engineering Metalwork focuses on the production and design of a functional product and the 
development of Metalwork skills. Students will learn the safe and effective use of workshop processes, 
including welding, cutting, metal shaping machines and tools. The semester is split into two sections 
allowing students to complete skill development tasks as well as a major project. Students will develop 
an understanding of both manual metal arc welding, gas metal arc welding and metal machining tasks. 
The major projects will be allocated through a selection process allowing students to use new skills 
gained in the initial part of the course.   
 
 

Fabrication Metalwork          $30/Semester 
Year 10 Fabrication Metal Work is centred on the completion and understanding of fundamental design 
and product development skills.  Students will learn the safe and effective use of welding, cutting and 
metal shaping machines and tools. The semester is split into two sections allowing students to complete 
skill development tasks as well as major project. Students will develop an understanding of both manual 
metal arc welding and gas metal arc welding. The main project will involve recycled heating or cooking. 
Students will design and fabricate a functional heating or cooking product.     
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Information Technologies and Sciences 

Timber Boat Building and Fit Out. 
Semester One - Timber Boat Building and Fit Out 1             $30/Semester 
Student entering into Year 10 Timber Boat Building and Fit Out will have the opportunity to be part of the 
group production of a fully functional plywood sailing yacht. Students will be introduced to specific boat 
building skills, process and materials as well as gaining basic understanding of sail boat fit out, hardware 
and rigging. There will be guided learning and tasks set to cover basic oceanography as well as rope 
work and general marine knowledge and construction.  
 
Semester Two - Timber Boat Building and Fit Out 2            $30/Semester 
Semester Two of Year 10 Timber Boat Building and Fit Out will continue the construction process of the 
sailing yacht that commenced in Semester One. Learning will include such skills as using epoxy resin 
and gluing systems, stainless steel fabrication, marine engineering plus finishing and paint application. 
There will be a more detailed investigation into forces and stresses on sail boats with supported mast 
sections, as well as sail boat performance. There will also be continued learning into wind producing 
weather systems and their effect on sail boat handling.  

 

*Media                           
Media Studies at Denmark Senior High School is comprised of four semester-based units. 
 

Semester One and Two         $25/Semester 
 

Media 3 is Photography and Design - Folio 
Students will learn more advanced controls of a digital SLR camera, complete research and practical 
exercises to show their understandings. Students will produce a series of 12 images reflecting design 
elements. 
 

Media 4 is Film Project - Production of a short film (5-7 minutes). 
Students participate in research and practical exercises in more advanced filmmaking which includes 
camera operation and techniques, and video editing. Students plan and work productively on scripts, 
editing and producing a short film following conventions of stock scenes such as suspense, the chase, 
the duel and the kiss. 
 
Each unit includes a research component. 
 
All Media students will complete Media 1 (Intro Photography) in the first instance, regardless of the 
semester or year it is chosen. 
 
Students wishing to specialise in film should first complete Media 2 (intro Film). 
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Information Technologies and Sciences 

 

Aquaculture 
                     

Semester One – Aquaculture Skills      $30/Semester 
 
This elective provides skills and experience that reflect the role of individuals who work as aquaculture 
attendants to support the care of aquatic stock in the aquaculture industry. Students learn how to 
undertake a range of routine tasks such as handling, feeding and monitoring stock. They will learn about 
the importance of monitoring environmental conditions (water quality) under the direction of a supervisor 
(their teacher), according to industry standard occupational health and safety practices. The stock at 
Denmark Senior High School includes freshwater species of crayfish, rainbow trout and aquaponically 
grown herbs and vegetables. Students will look after their own tanks of crayfish and vegetables. 

In addition, students learn: 

 about the difference between sustainable and unsustainable aquaculture industries/practices, 
 how to raise insects to feed the stock,  
 how to grow aquarium plants,  
 to have an understanding of crayfish and fish anatomy, 
 how to work as part of a team, 
 how to undertake the monitoring and mitigation of water quality for aquaponics. 

All work is carried out to comply with workplace procedures, and students may request a reference, or to 
have their teacher act as their referee, for any jobs that they apply for once the course is completed. 

Semester Two – Aquaculture Sustainability     $30/Semester 

 
This elective provides skills and experience that reflect the role of individuals who work as aquaculture 
attendants to support the care of aquatic stock in the aquaculture industry. As well as learning how to 
undertake a range of routine tasks such as handling, feeding and monitoring stock, and monitoring 
environmental conditions (water quality), students explore more sustainable practices of aquaculture at 
an industry level. They explore the role of aquaculture as an agricultural process that needs to be 
environmentally and ethically sustainable in a time of climate change. 
 
The stock at Denmark SHS includes freshwater species of crayfish, rainbow trout and aquaponically 
grown herbs and vegetables. Students get to look after their own tanks of crayfish and vegetables. 
In addition, students learn: 
 

 how to work as part of a team 
 how to undertake the monitoring and mitigation of water quality for aquaponics 
 how to raise insects to feed the stock 
 how to grow aquarium plants  
 to have an understanding of crayfish and fish anatomy 
 about the difference between sustainable and unsustainable aquaculture industries/practices 
 about the ethical considerations of different aquaculture industries/practices 

 
All work is carried out to comply with workplace procedures, and students 
may request a reference, or to have their teacher act as their referee, for 
any jobs that they apply for once the course is completed. 

   

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=qp03X3db&id=5F469B4F6AD81D1F7B7EA892C09030CE03F9500F&thid=OIP.qp03X3db1cO69pFxjH8-iQHaE7&mediaurl=https://www.plhs.sa.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Aquaculture-1.jpg&exph=885&expw=1328&q=aquaculture+school&simid=608014416959966991&ck=4E9ED5D53C17CE0668FF72D0645C3A2B&selectedIndex=40&FORM=IRPRST
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Information Technologies and Sciences 

Food 
 

Gourmet Traveller         $55/Semester 
In this course students explore a range of cultures of their own choice. Students select and modify their 
own recipes and are given specific criteria including budget constraints, time available, degree of 
difficulty, catering for food issues, intolerances and individual tastes to produce adventurous meals from 
6 chosen countries.                          

My Restaurant Rules         $60/Semester 
This is a high level course for those interested in a career in the food industry or for those that just love 
food. This course will develop more specialised skills involving a range of courses that would be found 
on a formal restaurant menu.  Students select and modify their own recipes and are given specific 
criteria including budget constraints, time available, degree of difficulty, catering for food issues, 
intolerances and individual tastes. 

        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Textiles 
           

Semester One 
Textiles - Fashion in Textiles        $55/Semester 
Are you into fashion and keen on making your own clothes and fashion items?  
This course will introduce you to use the overlocker, you will learn to follow a commercial pattern to 
create fashion items, the style of which is your own choice. You will recycle a clothing item e.g. turn a 
pair of jeans into a skirt. You will then need to purchase a pattern and fabric to make a clothing item of 
your choice, so start looking now!  
 

1. Keeping warm: knit beanie – introduction to overlocker 

2. Funky hat 

3. Recycled clothes, turn jeans into a skirt  

4. Embroidery to make your clothes unique 

5. Textile Item of choice 
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Semester Two  
 

Textiles – Sustainable Stitches        $55/Semester 
In this course, there is a focus on creativity, recycling and sewing with a sustainable purpose. With this 
aim in mind, there are no materials required, other than textiles we can gather to recycle.  We transform 
a range of coloured t-shirts into rag bowls and mats, create new fabrics with dissolvable materials, have 
fun with fabric printing and dyeing and turn denim jeans into projects that are inspirational. 
 

1. Recycled T-shirt mats or bowls 

2. Scarf –made from recycled fabrics and wool 

3. Fabric dyed tea towels 

4. Recycled denim jeans - textile item of choice 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Science 
 

Big Bang Theory Explored          $25/Semester 
If you have ever watched pop-culture shows like The Big Bang Theory and wondered what the 
characters are talking about, this is the elective for you. We will look at an introduction to Worm Holes 
and String Theory and investigate Schrodinger’s Cat. We will study some of the equations on Leonard, 
Raj and Sheldon’s whiteboards and apply them to their respective concepts. If you’re more of an Amy or 
a Bernadette, we will explore some advanced Biology. Would-be Howards will be welcome and research 
into engineering will form part of our studies. There will be an opportunity for students to contribute to the 
content of the course depending upon their interests. 
 
 

Young Einsteins            $25/Semester 
We will learn about the respected scientists whose names were given to scientific laws or units of 
measurement. Examples could be - Kepler, Kelvin, Boyle and Charles. By choosing this elective you will 
have access to some of the famous and sometimes more obscure experiments. There will be a strong 
practical component to our studies, which will support learning about optics, gases, relativity, planetary 
motion and more. There is a wide scope for learning, and student interest will be taken into 
consideration, when planning which experiments to include. 
 
  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=w2GjwkAU&id=7B5A6FA3B4B25E477495AFD096A34B2D29EFF1EB&thid=OIP.w2GjwkAUTbTf4HRD9uR5ogHaEH&mediaurl=http://secureservercdn.net/50.62.88.95/u2y.b57.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/maxresdefault-3-800x445.jpg&exph=445&expw=800&q=big+bang+theory+explored&simid=608037317637244813&ck=86EBBA3D8B1EB194EF52CB49C7082284&selectedIndex=67&FORM=IRPRST
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=tyTjDw2a&id=BC2AEF5A7DC2F71452773AC56FEFEB9E2E356889&thid=OIP.tyTjDw2a1lou915VB2P01gHaFO&mediaurl=https://c1.staticflickr.com/4/3853/14598219830_51621012eb_b.jpg&exph=723&expw=1024&q=Robert+Boyle+Law&simid=608024157857647784&ck=032C8EADE7ED25F8A125A634C365D9AA&selectedIndex=7&FORM=IRPRST
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Digital Technologies 

 
Encryption & Networks (Digital Technology)      $25/Semester 
As an ever increasing amount of data is collected and stored (especially in social media platforms), and 
as we share increasingly sensitive data (such as our health information), the security of that information 
becomes more vital. This elective starts with an exploration of how data can be stored securely, with an 
emphasis on encryption strategies (such as ciphers) that organisations might use, as well as other 
security strategies to control access to data (such as passwords, biometrics, two-factor security).This is 
followed by a practical class exercise to create a wireless network that can transmit short messages 
through the coding of Microbit devices. 
 
  

LEGO Mindstand Robotics (Digital Technology)      $25/Semester 
Automation, in the form of robotics is a rapidly expanding industry. Once a highly specialised component 
of production and assembly lines, this field is growing into logistics (automated warehouses, trains), 
travel (autonomous vehicles), domestic help (automatic vacuum cleaners and mowers). In this elective 
students will investigate these evolving opportunities. This will be followed by a practical project requiring 
students to build a simple robotic solution to a stated problem (for example moving an object from point 
A to B, via a pre-determined route). The solution will centre on the use of Lego Mindstorm robotics, and 
associated visual programming language. 
 
   

Functional Literacy Digital Product (Digital Technology)     $25/Semester 
In Australia, 1% of people over 15 years old and above who cannot read or write a short simple 
statement about their everyday life. In this elective students will briefly explore the issue of low functional 
numeracy ans literacy in our society.  Students will also explore the traditional (waterfall) Software 
Development Methodology, and follow this methodology to the point of a prototype product that aims to 
provide a digital solution to the problem of low functional literacy.  
 
  

Micro Bit Olympics (Digital Technology)       $25/Semester 
The Internet of Things is growing rapidly throughout the world. Wifi connected single-board 
microprocessors running objects such as doorbells, interior lighting, fridges, home security and many 
more, enable a more convenient and customisable lifestyle and business process.  Following a short 
exploration of the issues and opportunities, students will learn how to code a BBC Microbit processor. 
Following this, students will invent a competitive game based on that processor (using built in functions 
such as an accelerometer) that will test participant’s skills on the final phase – a Microbit Olympics. 

  
  

 
.  

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=MvDc7MsI&id=34733781D4AC540028DAC94D7AD1EB302820220B&thid=OIP.MvDc7MsINIf_RWZ-dovR1AAAAA&mediaurl=http://www.careerstrokes.com/images/product-images/Digital Literacy 1.jpg&exph=141&expw=230&q=functional+literacu+digital+product&simid=607999564901188875&ck=23C650602167CA32AB34217BD9DD9E0E&selectedIndex=18&FORM=IRPRST
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=Y%2btCJHSy&id=43DBC8D0A8DCE35515F8BEA668CC987436E1E458&thid=OIP.Y-tCJHSyoop7uKn5cK2g6wHaG4&mediaurl=http://www.theoldrobots.com/images28/leg7.JPG&exph=1198&expw=1290&q=LEGO+Mindstorms&simid=608009963032938396&ck=735DF1C08B6704024DEE7E7CF2058C9C&selectedIndex=17&FORM=IRPRST
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=WWNruNqX&id=489D099E17A168A619EEDCE65A294E8FE5A4B370&thid=OIP.WWNruNqXvIO9EvDLXv1zBAHaEy&mediaurl=https://www.element14.com/community/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/38-20504-225793/microbit-01.PNG&exph=660&expw=1021&q=micro+bit+olympics&simid=608026382610334584&ck=664C22C7202A908F484D177D5828D276&selectedIndex=7&FORM=IRPRST
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=ArBHUHoB&id=2F25876CF512C804AEDA3A2C62D0F2326EF93270&thid=OIP.ArBHUHoBg_LMneX6AvdLCQHaFj&mediaurl=https://fthmb.tqn.com/iPWDGbXNtOKpMK1B8YpwFIHt0AE%3d/2000x1500/filters:fill(auto,1)/encrypt_Alengo_getty-5865be8f3df78ce2c3596874.jpg&exph=1500&expw=2000&q=encrytiona+nd+networks&simid=607986091538907680&ck=14028C84BFBEBE74FA079D358291FFE9&selectedIndex=15&FORM=IRPRST
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Home Study and Study Guidelines 
A strong sense of personal responsibility is nurtured at Denmark Senior High School. Personal 
responsibility is critical to successful learning and home study is a vital part of the learning process. 
Parents are in partnership with the students and the teachers and are encouraged to assist where 
possible and support home study. 
 
The School’s Responsibility 
 

 Set home study which is meaningful and reflects the needs of each learning area. 

 Advise students clearly and accurately of the home study and study guidelines. 

 Set clear and reasonable last dates for submission. 

 Encourage a planned approach to major projects. 

 Return marked home study promptly. 

 Provide feedback to students and parents. 

 Contact parents about consistently late, lost or substandard work. 

 
 
The Student’s Responsibility 

 

 Take responsibility for learning. 

 Complete all set home study. 

 Record due dates in a home study diary. 

 Find out what is missed when absent. 

 Prepare a home study and study timetable which includes allocating time after school to organise 

files and equipment for the following school day. 

 Ask for help when difficulties with home study arise, well before the due date. 

 
 

How Parents Can Help 
 

 Be aware of our home study and study guidelines. 

 Provide a home study area for student. 

 Assist students to balance sport, social commitments, study, part-time work and relaxation. 

 Encourage the preparation of a home study and study timetable. 

 Show interest by asking about home study and study. 

 Encourage the proper use of a home study diary. 

 Actively encourage the completion of all home study by due date. 

 Arrange to see teachers if there is an ongoing problem. Contact us on 

9848 0100 and ask to speak to the teacher if you have questions or concerns.  
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2021 Selection Instructions 

 
Place completed ‘Elective Selections Grid’ in the box in the front office as soon as possible. 
 

 Forms will generally be processed in the computer in the order they are received. 

 Students will be required to meet selection criteria if places are limited regardless of how early 
their selection form is in. 

 Late submission of forms may result in you getting a lower preference 

 Students may not be placed in “High Cost” options if the fees are unpaid. Outstanding fees from 
previous years will be taken in to consideration when making this decision. 

 

Please Note: 
 

 Be aware that you may not get all of your preferences as: 
 Some classes fill rapidly due to popularity. 
 Some classes may not run. 
 Teachers may recommend a change based on past performance. 
 Basketball and Music run during elective times and will restrict choices. 
 You may not have paid the required charges. 
 You may not have demonstrated necessary skills in Year 9. 

 
 Basketball Extension is only available to those students who are already enrolled in the 

Basketball Program in Year 9 or have successfully applied to move to Denmark Senior High School 
to undertake the Specialist Basketball Program. Any other new student who wishes to join the 
program must enquire about vacancies by contacting Mr Stirling or Mr Davies.  A general elective 
selection form must still be completed. 
 
Remember: Basketball is a very high cost option.  

 
 Instrumental Music students will be placed in Class Music. Students who do not do Instrumental 

Music through the School of Instrumental Music may also choose to do Class Music 

 
 High Cost Options: Parents need to be aware that some of the electives offered to Year 10 

students are classified as “High Cost Options” under the Department of Education policy on school 
fees. They have a high consumable cost or involve the hire of external facilities or experts. If 
students select these, total school fees may exceed the recommended maximum. For your 
information approximate course costs are included on the Elective Selection Grid.  

 
REMEMBER: 
 

 BOTH sides of the forms must be completed and choices will be entered in the order they are 
received. 

 
 Make sure your name and date is on the forms and parent/carer signs where indicated. 

 
 A parent or guardian must sign the “Preference List/Cost Sheet” to indicate they are aware of 

the choices made and the approximate cost. 
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ADMINSTRATION 
 

Principal  Mr Trevor Henderson 
 

Deputy Principals     
Senior School        
Year 10 -12  Miss Amy Palmer   
Lower School 
Year 7 – 9  Mrs Sharon Poett 
 

Specialist Program Contacts 
 

Basketball Program: Mr Lindsay Stirling/Mr Ken Davies/Mr Paul Rogers 
Gifted and Talented:  Mrs Sharon Poett 
Music:    Mr Ben Power 
Vocational Courses  
   & Work Placements:  Mr Gavin Palmer 
  
 

10.  Choose your friends wisely! 

 
 

 

Phone:  08  9848 0100 
Postal: 956 South Coast Highway 
  Denmark, Western Australia. 6333 
Email:  denmark.shs@education.wa.edu.au 
Facebook address is 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Denmark-
Senior-High-School 

Proudly an Independent  Public  School 

Learning Area Contacts 
 

English and Humanities and Social Sciences, The Arts Mr David Beckwith 
Mathematics and Physical Education    Mrs Kylie Offer 
Science and the Technologies     Mrs Katy Mitchell 
Senior School Pathway Coordinator    Mr Gavin Palmer 


